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Chief Instructor’s Tips 

 We are pleased to announce that Turtles have invested in more equipment to 
help you progress your swimming. The equipment will help you achieve some 
of Swim     England’s Fundamental Movement and Core Aquatic Skills.  

The Core Aquatic skills are listed below:  

  

Please note the advice in these 
articles is  only general advice 
and you should always follow 
the advice of your G.P. 
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Chief Instructor’s Tips (Contd.) 

Treasure Hunt Game: 

We have bought two building stacking cups. Try placing all the cups afloat in the pool 
and see who is the fastest to collect them and build their own tower on the poolside  
before someone knocks it down. 

The stacking cups help:                                                                                                                                
-  Develop Fine Motor Skills by putting cups together or trying to build them  up.                                              
-  Teach colours, letters, shapes and counting. 
-  Co-ordination to stack the cups themselves. 
-  To teach size while stacking them correctly.                                                                                      
-  Spatial awareness moving objects through the water and around. 

Safety advice: - Safe kids toy: No BPA. No sharp edges. No smell. Very lightweight and durable, safe toy for babies 1 
year + to be used in water. 
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Chief Instructor’s Tips (Contd.)  

Let’s go Fishing Game: 

Fun fishing game with 4 characters to catch with a fishing net. 

Characters link together to make a chain. 

Can be used to encourage counting. 

Can be used to encourage blowing bubbles and submerging into the water for 3 
seconds at a time. 

It can also be used to collect sinkers. 

BPA free 

 

Floating Animals: 

Can be used to help with co-ordination. 

Spatial awareness moving objects through the water to and from each other. 

BPA free 

 

 

 

To help with upper arm strength we have bought pull buoys for the gala lane to use. 
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Chief Instructor’s Tips (Contd.) 

 

 

 

Speedo Sinker Puzzle Game (Gala Lane Use) 

We have bought two puzzle sets that will be used in the main by the gala lane.            
swimmers, working as a team. 

Sinking silicone dive puzzle designed for swimmers to collect in the pool. 

Helps improve dive skills and underwater confidence. 

Helps improve fine motor skills and co-ordination. 

Shapes can be connected in a variety of ways; diamond, a line, a square or in a pair. 

 

 

    

 

 


